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loating rooms, strange recollections of a missing poet and the anxiety

to shuttle between characters before the screen swallows up the

virtual city may seem an unlikely description of the theatre we know. But

Amitesh Grover, the maker of ‘The Last Poet’, would perhaps term this

bafflement the politics of his work. Its smart coding, digital scenography,

sound art, bold storytelling, some very profound acting and an innate urge

to leap into the future testify that cyber theatre has finally arrived!

Premised on the tumult led by the sudden disappearance of a poet, whom

people loved and envied in unequal measure, this interactive live

performance features actors Atul Kumar, Ashwath Bhatt, Bhagyashree
Tarke, Pallav Singh and Dipti Mahadev. Sarah Mariam has written the

script and its scenography and tech design is handled by Ajaibghar. Suvani

Suri and Abhishek Mathur have done the sound design. Pankhuri Zaheer is

the assistant director and creative tech is by Praveen Sinha and Gagandeep

Singh.

Premiered in December 2020 at the Serendipity Arts Virtual, ‘The Last Poet’

is all set for round two from September 24–26 at 7 pm. In a conversation

with TheatreRoom ahead of the shows, director Amitesh talks about the

inspiration behind making this piece, the nuances of digital theatre-making

and more. Excerpts:

What led to creating ‘The Last
Poet’

It all happened after the first

lockdown was imposed last year

when theatres were shut down

and public assembly was

banned. We hadn’t seen such a

time before where there was so

much distrust and fear. It was so

traumatic that people even

equated it with wartime. As an artist, I knew I had to respond to it. It took

me a few months to get a grasp on what was happening around us. One of

the things that I noticed was that the pandemic became a cover for the

authoritarian regimes around the world to pick up dissenters, artists, poets,

writers, journalists and young students and make them pay for speaking

truth to power.

This made me wonder why art is considered so dangerous. What is it in our

writing or what we make that threatens those in power so much? Our work

doesn’t get the kind of circulation that mainstream cinema boasts. After all,

only a few thousand people watch a performance and then it goes into the

archive or someone writes about it and that’s it. So why is it that in today’s

time and even historically, poets are put in jail and writers have to live in

exile; their books are banned and works destroyed.

I wanted to create a piece of work that responds to these questions.

Precisely, what writing means in these times, how do people relate to it and

remember it. And simply ask an innocent question: can a poet change the

world?

Making of the digital theatre
piece

Dramaturge Sarah and I began

working on the script six-seven

months before the show

premiered. My inspiration to

create this digital piece also

came from Rajasthan’s

traditional storytelling art form

called kavad katha. I have

watched such performances as a young boy and I thought it would be

interesting to digitally adapt this idea, where you land in a virtual space and

it keeps opening up like a kavad box revealing the story until you reach the

central narrative. I also wanted it to resemble an epic theatre where

everybody is already familiar with the story and the audiences watch the

drama not for its theatricality but the manner in which it is told from a

different perspective.

While writing the script, the imagination was that we are in a strange city

walking through its lanes and neighbourhoods, and all we can hear are

murmurs and whispers coming out of the windows. Sarah fleshed out the

characters that are associated with the missing poet — a wife, a daughter, a

rival poet, a colleague, a neighbour, students, fans and so on. In the show,

we meet all these people and each one discloses a surprising thing about

the poet. Some remember him as a humble person, some as arrogant. So, as

an audience member, you have to decide if all these recollections are of the

same person or are they talking about different poets from different times,

all of whom have probably met the same fate.

At this point, I began to work with programmers and coders who built this

virtual city. One of the layers of interactivity meant that the audience would

decide which scene to watch. Also, given that I have an interdisciplinary

practice, I didn’t want this to be a live performance alone. The piece

includes films; there is sound design that pervades the entire universe of

this fiction — all of which make for an immersive experience.

Building the characters

Them being theatre

practitioners, all the actors of

the show are extremely

vulnerable in the digital

medium. They are trained to

perform in front of live

audiences and respond to

reactions while on stage, but

here they were performing to a

black hole. The camera also brings in the grammar of cinema. Even though

all the actors have worked in films as well, I wanted them to consider this

performance for the camera in a new way, called the internet theatre,

which is somewhere between a film and a physical theatre. This was a new

format and we had to discover our own rules for this as we go on.

The entire rehearsal process was about figuring what kind of body

language, voice, imagination, distance from the camera and stage business

would work for an internet theatre piece. Eventually, the actors found their

style and approach. Besides this new vocabulary, they were also handling a

lot of technology. Each actor was running his or her pole which was set on a

separate laptop, and because all of them were performing from their

respective homes spread across the country, opening and closing the show

at the same time was a concern. Keeping a timer came in handy at this

point. To be precise, there were several layers to how this piece was woven.

The future of cyber theatre in
India

I think we shouldn’t see physical

theatre in opposition to digital

theatre. Many feel that digital

theatre is going to replace

physical theatre, but it’s too

hasty a conclusion. Physical

theatre is here to stay and so is

digital theatre. We should, in

fact, now see theatre as an expanded field where both can co-exist, and

even explore the hybridity of plays. It will depend on artists and creators to

imagine the varied forms of this mix. Accessibility is a clear advantage of

digital theatre. I, personally, would embrace it because had it not been

online, ‘The Last Poet’ wouldn’t have reached so many people around the

world during a pandemic.

I am now engaged in a series of programmes and talks to help develop an

aesthetic around digital theatre. My experience and understanding of

creating live digital theatre with interactivity and other options is what I am

taking to panels and seminars, in a bid to convey that digital theatre has its

own definition and expectations.

Just recently, I spoke with Arundhati Nag and she asked if I would curate a

digital Ranga Shankara theatre festival this year. I agreed and suggested to

her that apart from digital shows, we should also have talks around them so

that we develop an understanding in the theatre community of what this

new form is and how it needs to be explored. We also need to speak to

creators who have developed digital theatre in recent times and ask them

about the challenges they faced and how they solved them. Developing an

educational programme around digital theatre is what we need in the

immediate future.

‘The Last Poet’ is a 90-minute show and it is performed in Hindi and English

(in parts). You can book your tickets here.
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So, you’re familiar with the story of William Shakespeare’s ‘Othello’?

Abhishek Majumdar’s ‘Desdemona Roopakam’ may still take you by

surprise. This adaptation spotlights the female voices in the narrative that

were often missing. The concert theatre piece simultaneously probes the

absence of feminist narratives in traditional Indian mythologies,

juxtaposing texts from the tragedy and notes of Hindustani and Carnatic

music.

‘Desdemona Roopakam’ sees two award-winning artistes — MD Pallavi and

Bindhumalini Narayanaswamy — come together in a theatrical production

for the first time. The script is co-written by Veena Appiah, Irawati Karnik,

Abhishek, Pallavi and Bindhumalini, while the play also…
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There aren’t many theatremakers who have written every piece of work

they have performed. Deepika Arwind, whose scripts are so stimulating

that they can put even the audiences through their paces, is one such.

Known for her plays like ‘No Rest in the Kingdom’ and ‘I am not here’ among

others, Deepika also indulges in witty poetry and comics. Her ‘Pyaare’

poems and a series of clever comic strips have garnered a lot of attention on

social media during the pandemic.

In the latest edition of TheatreRoom’s ‘Talk’ series, the Bengaluru-based

theatremaker and performer traces her journey from being a…
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A show conceived as a piece of tribute to legendary playwright Girish

Karnad in 2019 is finally opening at Jagriti Theatre this week, marking one

of Bengaluru’s first live theatrical performances in the aftermath of the

Covid-19 second wave. ‘Bali: The Sacrifice’ is the English adaptation of

Karnad’s 1980 Kannada play ‘Hittina Hunja’.

The 90-minute drama chronicles the events of one night — characterised by

pathos, anger and laughter — that unravel the barriers of caste and

religious beliefs. …
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